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 Effective methods and interventions: what 

works? (f.i. training STICKS, KrimSTICKS) >> reducing 

recidivism

 Effective professionals: who works? >> quality in 

applying effective methods

 Effective interactions: working alliance >> 

reducing drop-out (and related to that, recidivism).

Effectiveness in triplicate



Effective professionals (who works?) 

The extent in which professionals:

- use theoretically consistent and evidence based methods;

- stand behind these methods and trust them to be effective;

- are capable of making good contact with many kinds of people,

- and organize systematic feedback on their performance 

(Wampold et al., 1997).



Relationship or working alliance?

Until millennium: 

relationship as dominant concept in psychotherapy, 

social work, probation.

After that: 

gradually replaced by working alliance.

Why??



Concept of relationship 

A necessary and sufficient condition for personal growth: 

relationship seems an aim in itself. (‘classical’ concept: no specific 

interventions needed)

Emphasizes nondirective aspects: warm, open, empathic, 

unconditional acceptance, etc. 

Emphasizes attitudes and activities of professional: ‘when we 

deliver these aspects, clients will make progress’. 

In practice: poor collaboration tends to be seen as unmotivated, 

resistance or pathology of clients (in stead of poor two-sided interaction)

(Rogers, 1957; 2002)



Some quotes of probation officers

‘When I explain the conditions and constraints clearly to him in our 

first meeting I cannot build a good relationship with him anymore. 

So shouldn’t I wait with this explanation until he trusts me?”

“ Since we only supervise for safety’s sake, I feel we 

we cannot do this anymore, building a relationship.”



Tension in mind of professionals

Between 

their learned convictions (in social work education): 

‘relationship first, then boundaries’

and the mission of probation: 

‘collaboration with clients in context of judicial boundaries’. 



Concept of working alliance

Developed as a critic on the concept of relationship:

Three characteristics: 

common goals, common tasks and mutual bond.

A good quality of working alliance includes collaboration on goals 

beyond the alliance. Is therefore less likely to become an aim in 

itself.

The concept includes explicitly two actors and the quality can only 

be assessed from both sides’ perspective.

(Bordin, 1994; Horvath et al., 2002).



Relation and working alliance

Relationship:

Bonding first, and after that we can work toward goals.

Working alliance:

The aim and context determine the extent of bond we need in the 

alliance.



Working alliance with mandated clients

In working with mandated clients:

Goals can differ, especially in the first contacts;

Clients can show reactance against the constraints 

We cannot presume internal motivation at the start.

How to adapt the working alliance characteristics?



Dutch research - Questions

1. What are specific characteristics of the working 

alliance with mandated clients? 

2. What is the importance of these characteristics for 

the result?



Research - design

Theoretical model (literature and qualitative studies) 

>>>> 

Instrument for assessment working alliance

267 pairs of PO’s and their clients

- Interviewed separately

- Interviewed twice: start and after 6-9 months 

Statistical analysis

(Menger, 2018; Menger et al. 2019, submitted)



Findings - characteristics

Four characteristics of working alliance with 

mandated clients were found:

 Clearness on Goals and conditions

 Adequate Bond

 Adequate Trust

 Friction



Symbols in Dutch 



The client is sufficiently aware of the goals and tasks of 

probation and about the judicial context and 

conditions.  

The probation worker also feels that this is sufficiently 

clear to the client. And both feel that they are 

sufficiently in agreement on this matter.

Goals and conditions



Trust

The client feels that he / she can express himself 

sufficiently freely in their contact 

and feels that the PO is working on his / her behalf 

and sufficiently trusts him/ her.

The PO feels that the client sufficiently confides him / her 

in when necessary

and feels a realistic degree of trust in the clients 

intention and commitment



Bond

The client feels he/she is respected and supported as an 

individual and that the PO is really listening 

The probation officer feels he/she is listening well and 

that he/she is supportive and stimulating in their 

contact



Friction: reactance / contra 

reactance

The client has a negative perception of the working 

alliance. His/her feeling of reactance against the 

mandatory context continues to prevale. The PO can 

sense this.

The probation officer has a feeling of ‘burn out’ with this 

client, or the feeling of losing control over the working 

alliance. We defined this as contra reactance.



The importance: highlights

Internal  kinds of 

motivation

+

- Non-motivation 

of clients



The importance: highlights

 No show several 

times

 Formal acts of 

PO 

 Re-arrests

 Drop out

-

+



Two perspectives separately

Clients:

Especially higher degree of Trust  >>> less drop out.

Higher degree of Goals & Conditions when going with 

more Reactance>>> more drop out. 

PO’s:

More Trust, Bond and Goals & Conditions >>> less drop 

out.

More Contra reactance: more drop out.



Perspectives combined

Rates on both sides predict results equally strong (so clients’ and 

PO’s feelings about WA are equally important for results).

High degree of Reactance from clients mostly go together with high 

degree of Contra reactance from PO.

High differences between clients and PO’s (f.i. high versus low on 

trust or vice versa) go together with high drop out

Working alliance after 6-9 months has more predictive value than at 

the start.



Some implications 1

Clearness on Goals and Conditions frequently go 

together with Trust and Bond. And this combination 

predicts less problems during supervision and less drop 

out.

>>>>

This finding may help PO’s who are wondering if setting bounderies 

at the start will interfere with building on Trust and Bond. A good 

working alliance with mandated clients includes clearness on 

conditions. 



Some implications 2

Both perspectives are equally relevant in predicting 

results and high differences between PO and client 

predict drop out:

>>>>

Open and systematic evaluation – client and PO - of 

working alliance may help in reducing drop out.



Some implications 3

PO’s own loss of energy or control in the working 

alliance really matters: this can trigger or reinforce a downward 

spiral in the alliance.

>>>>

Structured, open and safe professional reflection is 

important. So PO’s can feel supported in preventing 

contra reactance.



Possibilities for training 

Combining the WA - characteristics:

- Video’s of nine fragments: good and bad practices.

- Analysis and detailed description of PO’s implicit (tacit)    

knowledge on WA: evidence based practice meets practice based

evidence. 

Systematic evaluation of working alliance with clients:

- The working-alliance monitor (pilots suggest it can work)

- Card game working alliance (pilot currently going on)



Questions, some examples (client 

version) 

My PO always explains to me clearly what he/she expects me to do.

I can openly talk about the things that bother me.

My PO respects me, even if I do something he/she doesn’t approve.

My PO really listens to me.

I suggest things are better than they are



Publications in English

 Scientific articles in English: submitted in June 

(review) and September (empirical research) 2019

 Video’s undertiteld with explanation: from September 

2019. Free acces - download www.werkalliantie.hu.nl

 Book Working Alliance in Practice: translation in 

English autumn 2019. Free-acces download 

www.werkalliantie.hu.nl

 Working Alliance Monitor (supporting evaluation):

Free- acces download September 2019

http://www.werkalliantie.hu.nl/
http://www.werkalliantie.hu.nl/

